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Dear Councillor/Colleague,  
 
STANDARDS SUB-COMMITTEE (HEARING) - FRIDAY, 9TH MARCH 2012 
 
You are invited to attend a meeting of the Standards Sub-Committee (Hearing) to be held in 
Council Chamber, Town Hall, Chorley on Friday, 9th March 2012 commencing at 3.00 pm. 
 
 

AGENDA 
 
1. Welcome and Introductions by the Chairperson   
 
2. Declarations of Any Interests   
 
 Members are reminded of their responsibility to declare any personal interest in respect of 

matters contained in this agenda. If the interest arises only as result of your membership 
of another public body or one to which you have been appointed by the Council then you 
only need to declare it if you intend to speak. 
  
If the personal interest is a prejudicial interest, you must withdraw from the meeting. 
Normally you should leave the room before the business starts to be discussed. You do, 
however, have the same right to speak as a member of the public and may remain in the 
room to enable you to exercise that right and then leave immediately. In either case you 
must not seek to improperly influence a decision on the matter. 
 

3. Report into Alleged Breaches of the Code of Conduct  (Pages 1 - 38) 
 
 To consider and determine the report of an investigation under Section 59 of the Local 

Government Act 2000 into an allegation concerning a Member of Chorley Council.  
 
The report of the Investigating Officer and prehearing summary is enclosed.   
 
A hearing procedure and guidance, produced by the Standards for England, entitled 
“Standards Committee Determinations” is also enclosed.  Please refer to page 6 onwards. 
 
 

 a) Findings of fact  (Pages 39 - 82) 
 

  To make the findings of fact.   
 
 

 b) Breach of the Code of Conduct   
 

  To determine whether there has been a breach of the Code of Conduct. 
 

Town Hall 
Market Street 

Chorley 
Lancashire 
PR7 1DP 

 
05 March 2012 



 

 

 c) Decision of the Committee   
 

  To confirm the decision of the Standards Sub-Committee (Hearing). 
 

 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gary Hall  
Chief Executive 
 
Dianne Scambler 
Democratic and Member Services Officer  
E-mail: dianne.scambler@chorley.gov.uk 
Tel: (01257) 515034 
Fax: (01257) 515150 
 
Distribution 
 
1. Agenda and reports to all Members of the Standards Sub-Committee (Hearing) 

(Hugh Evans (Independent Chair) and Councillors Marie Gray and Marion Lowe for 
attendance.  

 
2. Agenda and reports to Christopher France for attendance.   
 
3. Agenda and reports to Zeynab Patel (Solicitor), Chris Moister (Investigating Officer) and 

Dianne Scambler (Democratic and Member Services Officer ) for attendance.  
 

This information can be made available to you in larger print 
or on audio tape, or translated into your own language.  
Please telephone 01257 515118 to access this service. 

 

 
 

 

01257 515822 

01257 515823 



Hearing procedure 
 
Setting the scene 
1. After all the everyone involved has been formally introduced, the Chair will explain how the Committee is 

going to run the hearing. 
 
Preliminary procedural issues 
2. The Committee will resolve any issues or disagreements about how the hearing should continue, which 

have not been resolved during the pre-hearing process. 
 
Making findings of fact 
3. The Committee will then move on to consider whether there are any significant disagreements about the 

facts contained in the Investigating Officer’s report.  If there is no disagreement about the facts, the 
Committee can move on to the next stage of the hearing. 

 
4. If there is a disagreement, the Investigating Officer, if present, should be invited to make any necessary 

representations to support the relevant findings of fact in the report.  With the Committee’s permission, 
the Investigating Officer may call any necessary supporting witnesses to give evidence.   

 
5. The Committee may give the Member an opportunity to challenge any evidence put forward by any 

witness called by the Investigating Officer. 
 
6. The Member should then have the opportunity to make representations to support their version of the 

facts and, with the Committee’s permission, to call any necessary witnesses to give evidence. 
 
7. At any time, the Committee may question any of the people involved or any witnesses, and may allow 

the Investigating Officer to challenge any evidence put forward by witnesses called by the Member. 
 
8. If the Member disagrees with most of the facts, it may make sense for the Investigating Officer to start by 

making representations on all the relevant facts, instead of discussing each fact individually. 
 
9. If the Member disagrees with any relevant fact in the Investigating Officer’s report, without having given 

prior notice of the disagreement, they must give good reasons for not mentioning it before the hearing.  If 
the Investigating Officer is not present, the Committee will consider whether it would be in the public 
interest to continue in their absence. 

 
10. After considering the Member’s explanation for not raising the issue at an earlier stage, the Committee 

may then: 
• continue with the hearing, relying on the information in the Investigating Officer’s report 
• allow the Member to make representations about the issue, and invite the Investigating Officer to 

respond and call any witnesses, as necessary 
• postpone the hearing to arrange for appropriate witnesses to be present, or for the Investigating 

Officer to be present if they are not already 
 
11. The Committee will usually move to another room to consider the representations and evidence in 

private.  On their return, the Chair will announce the Committee’s findings of fact. 
 
Did the Member fail to follow the Code of Conduct? 
12. The Committee then needs to consider whether, based on the facts it has found, the Member has failed 

to follow the Code. 
 
13. The Member should be invited to give relevant reasons why the Committee should decide that they have 

not failed to follow the Code.  
 
14. The Committee should then consider any verbal or written representations from the Investigating Officer. 
 
15. The Committee may, at any time, question anyone involved on any point they raise on their 

representations. 
 
16. The Member should be invited to make any final relevant points. 
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17. The Committee will then move to another room to consider the representations. 
 
18. On their return, the Chair will announce the Committee’s decision as to whether the Member has failed 

to follow the Code. 
 
If the Member has not failed to follow the Code of Conduct 
19. If the Committee decides that the Member has not failed to follow the Code, the Committee can move on 

to consider whether it should make any recommendations to the authority. 
 
If the Member has failed to follow the Code of Conduct 
20. If the Committee decides that the Member has failed to follow the Code, it will consider any verbal or 

written representations from the Investigating Officer and the Member as to: 
21. whether the committee should apply a sanction 
22. what form any sanction should take 
 
23. The Committee may question the Investigating Officer and Member, and take legal advice, to make sure 

they have the information they need in order to make an informed decision. 
 
24. The Committee will then deliberate in private to consider whether to impose a sanction on the Member 

and, 
25. if so, what sanction it should be.  
 
26. On their return, the Chair will announce the Committee’s decision. 
 
Recommendations to the authority 
27. After considering any verbal or written representations from the Investigating Officer, the Committee will 

consider whether it should make any recommendations to the authority, with a view to promoting high 
standards of conduct among Members. 
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STANDARDS COMMITTEE DETERMINATIONS 3

introduction
This guidance is designed to help members and officers in relevant
authorities who are involved in the determination of complaints that a
member may have breached the Code of Conduct. It reflects the Standards
Committee (England) Regulations 2008 (the regulations). These
regulations are mandatory and this guidance must be taken into account by
your authority. 

It details each stage of the determination of complaints process and offers
suggestions for effective practice. In addition, it provides a toolkit of useful
document templates that may be used or adapted by authorities as
required.
The guide is aimed primarily at members of standards committees and
monitoring officers, but will also provide a useful reference tool for all
members and officers involved in the determination of complaints. 

It applies to:  

� district, unitary, metropolitan, county and London borough councils
� English police authorities
� fire and rescue authorities (including fire and civil defence authorities)
� the London Fire and Emergency Planning Authority
� passenger transport authorities
� the Broads Authority
� national park authorities
� the Greater London Authority
� the Common Council of the City of London 
� the Council of the Isles of Scilly

Each authority must develop effective procedures to fulfil its legislative
requirements. Members and officers involved in the determination of
complaints must take this guidance into account when doing so. 

Any reference in this guidance to a standards committee includes a
reference to sub-committees established to consider a monitoring officer’s
investigation report and to consider determination hearings. Any reference
to the “subject member” is a reference to the member who is the subject of
the complaint that the Code of Conduct may have been breached. 
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4 STANDARDS COMMITTEE DETERMINATIONS

introduction
You can contact the Standards Board for
England on 0845 078 8181 or email
enquiries@standardsboard.gov.uk
Regulations

The Standards Board for England has
issued this guidance to reflect the
Standards Committee (England)
Regulations 2008 (the regulations) in
respect of holding determination hearings.
These regulations derive from the Local
Government Act 2000, as amended by the
Local Government and Public Involvement
in Health Act 2007. 

The regulations set out the framework for
the operation of a locally based system for
the assessment, referral, investigation and
hearing of complaints of member
misconduct. Under the regulations,
standards committees must take this
guidance into account. 

The regulations do not cover joint working
between authorities. The government
plans to issue further regulations to
provide a framework for authorities to work
jointly on the assessment, referral,
investigation and hearing of complaints of
misconduct by their members. 

Background

The main purpose of the standards
committee’s determination hearing is to
decide whether a member has breached
the Code of Conduct and, if so, to decide if
a sanction should be applied and what
form the sanction should take. All
complaints that a member may have
breached the Code are assessed by the
relevant authority’s standards committee. 

The standards committee must establish a
sub-committee (the assessment
sub-committee) which is responsible for
assessing complaints that a member may
have breached the Code. A complainant
may make a request for a review of the
standards committee’s decision where it
decides to take no further action on a
complaint. The standards committee must
establish a review sub-committee which is
responsible for carrying out these reviews. 

The standards committee should appoint a
sub-committee (the consideration and
hearing sub-committee) to consider a
monitoring officer’s investigation report
and to hold determination hearings. This
sub-committee must be chaired by an
independent member of the standards
committee. 

On completion of an investigation the
monitoring officer must make one of the
following findings: 

� There has been a failure to comply
with the Code. 

� There has not been a failure to comply
with the Code.

They must write an investigation report
and send a copy of it to the subject
member. Alternatively, where a Standards
Board ethical standards officer has
completed an investigation and decided
that a complaint should be determined by
the standards committee, they will refer
their report to the monitoring officer.  

The monitoring officer must refer the report
to the standards committee. A
consideration and hearing sub-committee
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STANDARDS COMMITTEE DETERMINATIONS 5

consideration
meetings

should be appointed to receive and
consider such reports.
If the investigator, in their report, finds no
failure to comply with the Code of
Conduct, the standards committee must
decide whether to accept that
recommendation. The standards
committee must also decide whether it or
the First-tier Tribunal should hear the
case. This preliminary decision must be
formally made and recorded.

A meeting of the standards committee to
consider the monitoring officer’s
investigation report must be convened
under Regulation 17 of the regulations.
Regulation 8(6) allows the consideration of
any information presented for that purpose
to be considered as exempt information. 

As with all exempt information decisions,
the standards committee must decide
whether the public interest in maintaining
the exemption outweighs the public
interest in disclosing the information.
When advising on this matter the
monitoring officer should consider the
effect of Regulation 17(4). This regulation
allows the subject member to prohibit the
publication of a notice, stating that the
standards committee has found that there
has been no failure to comply with 
the Code. 

Despite the ability of the subject member
to prohibit the publication of a notice, the
decision as to whether to maintain an
exemption does not always have to result
in the public being excluded from a
meeting. It also does not always have to
result in excluding details of the complaint

from the report sent out in advance of the
meeting. In most cases, the public interest
in transparent decision-making by the
standards committee will outweigh the
subject member’s interest in limiting
publication of an unproven allegation that
has not yet been determined.

A member of the standards committee
who considers and overturns a monitoring
officer’s finding that there has been no
failure to comply with the Code may
participate in a subsequent hearing. 

This meeting to consider the monitoring
officer’s investigation report provides a
useful opportunity for the standards
committee to consider the potential issues
which might arise during the pre-hearing
process. 

This consideration meeting is separate to
the meeting at which the hearing is
conducted. If the investigation report finds
that there has been a failure to comply
with the Code a hearing must take place –
unless the standards committee decides
that the matter should be referred to the
First-tier Tribunal for determination.
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6 STANDARDS COMMITTEE DETERMINATIONS

hearings
Timing of the standards committee
hearing

Under Regulation 18 of the regulations, a
standards committee must hear a
complaint within three months of the date
on which the monitoring officer’s report
was completed. If the investigation was
carried out by an ethical standards officer,
the standards committee must hear the
complaint within three months of the date
that the monitoring officer received the
ethical standards officer’s report.

As with a meeting to consider a monitoring
officer or ethical standards officer’s report,
when the standards committee is
convened for a hearing under Regulation
18 it is also subject to Regulation 8(6). 

When assessing whether the public
interest in maintaining the exemption
outweighs the public interest in disclosing
the information, monitoring officers
similarly need to consider the effect of
Regulation 20(2). This allows the subject
member to prohibit normal publication of
the committee’s notice of the finding of no
failure to comply with the Code of Conduct. 

As before, despite the ability of the subject
member to prohibit the publication of a
notice, the decision as to whether to
maintain an exemption does not always
have to result in the public being excluded
from a hearing. It also does not always
have to result in excluding details of the
complaint from the report sent out in
advance of the hearing. In most cases, the
public interest in transparent decision-
making by the standards committee will
outweigh the subject member’s interest in

limiting publication of an unproven
allegation that has not yet been
determined.

In most cases all parties will agree that the
hearing should take place in public. It is
sensible to seek the views of the relevant
parties as early as possible to allow for
legal advice to be sought if required. 

If the standards committee decides that a
hearing is appropriate they should give a
copy of the report to:

� the subject member
� the clerk of any relevant town or parish

council
� the standards committees of any other

authorities concerned 

The hearing must take place at least 14
days after the subject member receives a
copy of the report from the monitoring
officer. However, the hearing can be held
sooner than 14 days after the member
receives a copy of the report if the subject
member agrees.

The standards committee may consider
the report in the subject member’s
absence if the subject member does not
go to the hearing. If the standards
committee is satisfied with the subject
member’s reasons for not being able to
come to the hearing, it should arrange for
the hearing to be held on another date. 

If the standards committee does not hear
the matter within three months of receiving
the completed report, it must ensure that
the matter is heard as soon as possible
after that. 
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STANDARDS COMMITTEE DETERMINATIONS 7

hearings
Scheduling a hearing

Except in the most complicated cases,
standards committees should aim to
complete a hearing in one sitting or in
consecutive sittings of no more than one
working day in total. 

When scheduling hearings, standards
committees should bear in mind that late-
night and very lengthy hearings are not
ideal for effective decision-making.
Equally, having long gaps between sittings
can lead to important matters being
forgotten.

The pre-hearing process

The purpose of the pre-hearing process is
to allow matters at the hearing to be dealt
with more fairly and economically. This is
because it quickly alerts parties to possible
areas of difficulty and, if possible, allows
them to be resolved before the hearing
itself.

Other than in very straightforward cases,
authorities should use a pre-hearing
process to:

� identify whether the subject member
disagrees with any of the findings of
fact in the investigation report

� identify whether those disagreements
are likely to be relevant to any matter
the hearing needs to decide

� identify whether evidence about those
disagreements will need to be heard
during the hearing

� decide whether there are any parts of
the hearing that are likely to be held
in private

� decide whether any parts of the
investigation report or other documents
should be withheld from the public
prior to the hearing, on the grounds
that they contain ‘exempt’ material

The pre-hearing process should usually be
carried out in writing. However,
occasionally a meeting between the
standards committee, the relevant parties
and their representatives may be
necessary. It is important for the monitoring
officer advising the standards committee to
consider pre-hearing matters carefully.

Some matters in the pre-hearing process
may be decided only by the standards
committee or consideration and hearing
sub-committee (if one is appointed).
Therefore, if it is necessary for the
standards committee to meet, they will
have to do so formally as with any other
council committee meeting. However, it is
usually more appropriate for the majority of
the pre-hearing process to be dealt with 
by the monitoring officer or other
suitable officer.  

Key points for the pre-hearing process

The officer providing administrative
support to the standards committee should
write to the subject member proposing a
date for the hearing, and they should do
this in consultation with the chair of the
standards committee. 
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8 STANDARDS COMMITTEE DETERMINATIONS

hearings
They should also outline the hearing
procedure, the member’s rights and they
should additionally ask for a written
response from the subject member within
a set time. This is to find out whether the
subject member:

� wants to be represented at the hearing
by a solicitor, barrister or any 
other person

� disagrees with any of the findings of
fact in the investigation report,
including reasons for any of these
disagreements

� wants to give evidence to the
standards committee, either verbally or
in writing

� wants to call relevant witnesses to give
evidence to the standards committee

� wants any part of the hearing to be
held in private

� wants any part of the investigation
report or other relevant documents to
be withheld from the public

� can attend the hearing

It is important for standards committee
members involved in the pre-hearing
process to bear in mind the distinction
between the essential facts of the case
and any inferences based on those facts.   
A critical part of the pre-hearing process
should be an attempt to focus the relevant
parties’ attention on isolating all relevant
disputes of facts between them. 

This is because attention to the factual
issues will save valuable time later on in
the determination process. 

The standards committee should start this
process by requesting that the subject
member makes clear precisely what
findings of fact in the report it disagrees
with and why.

It should invite the monitoring officer or
ethical standards officer to comment on
the subject member’s response within a
set time period. This is to ensure that all
parties are clear about the remaining
factual disputes and can prepare to deal
with those issues on the appointed day.

The standards committee should also ask
the relevant parties to provide outlines or
statements of the evidence their witnesses
intend to give. This will allow the standards
committee to decide how many witnesses
may reasonably be needed and to identify
the issues they will be dealing with at 
the hearing. 

It should only allow the relevant parties to
raise new disagreements over factual
matters in the investigation report at the
hearing in exceptional circumstances,
such as new evidence becoming available
that the parties could not have produced
before. The standards committee should
make clear to the subject member that
unless they comply with the above
procedure, it may rule that it will not allow
the new evidence to be presented at the
hearing. 
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STANDARDS COMMITTEE DETERMINATIONS 9

hearings
Members of the standards committee
should consider the evidence provided to
them before the hearing to identify any
potential conflicts of interest. 

In addition they should consider the
evidence to identify any connection with
the people involved or any other doubts
they have over the integrity of the hearing.
If they have such concerns, they should
seek advice from the monitoring officer as
soon as possible. For example, they may
know a witness who will be giving
controversial evidence or they may have
an interest in an important element of 
the case. 

The determinations toolkit features model
forms that can help the member respond
to the standards committee. It includes a
form to identify any findings of fact that the
member disagrees with – Form A. It also
includes a form to outline any further
evidence for the standards committee –
Form B.

The standards committee may also arrange
for any other witnesses to be present who
they feel may help in determining the case.
This may include the complainant.
However, the standards committee cannot
order witnesses to appear or give
evidence.

Pre-hearing process summary

The standards committee’s clerk should
consult with the committee’s legal adviser
and send a pre-hearing process summary
to everyone involved in the complaint at
least two weeks before the hearing. This

should be done after the standards
committee has received responses from
the subject member and from the
investigating officer. The pre-hearing
process summary should:

� set the date, time and place for the
hearing

� summarise the allegation

� outline the main facts of the case that
are agreed

� outline the main facts which are not
agreed

� note whether the subject member or
investigating officer will go to the
hearing or be represented at the
hearing

� list those witnesses, if any, who will be
asked to give evidence, subject to the
power of the standards committee to
make a ruling on this at the hearing

� outline the proposed procedure for 
the hearing

You can find a checklist for this
pre-hearing process summary document in
the toolkit – Form F.
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10 STANDARDS COMMITTEE DETERMINATIONS

hearings 
The hearing

Members should bear in mind that a
standards committee hearing is a formal
meeting of the authority and is not a court
of law. It does not hear evidence under
oath, but it does decide factual evidence
on the balance of probabilities.    
The standards committee should work at
all times in a demonstrably fair,
independent and politically impartial way.
This helps to ensure that members of the
public, and members of the authority, have
confidence in its procedures and findings. 

The standards committee should bear in
mind the need to maintain public
confidence in the council’s ethical
standards. This requires that the standards
committee’s decisions should be seen as
open, unprejudiced and unbiased. All
concerned should treat the hearing
process with respect and with regard to
the potential seriousness of the outcome,
for the subject member, the council and
the public. For the subject member, an
adverse decision by the committee can
result in censure or in suspension for up to
six months. 

Representatives

The subject member may choose to be
represented by counsel, a solicitor, or by
any other person they wish. If the subject
member concerned wants to have a non-
legal representative, the subject member
must obtain the consent of the standards
committee. 

The standards committee may choose to

withdraw its permission to allow a
representative if that representative
disrupts the hearing. However, an
appropriate warning will usually be enough
to prevent more disruptions and should
normally be given before permission is
withdrawn.

Evidence

The standards committee controls the
procedure and evidence presented at a
hearing, including the number of witnesses
and the way witnesses are questioned.

In many cases, the standards committee
may not need to consider any evidence
other than the investigation report or the
ethical standards officer’s report, and any
other supporting documents. 
However, the standards committee may
need to hear from witnesses if more
evidence is needed, or if people do not
agree with certain findings of fact in the
report.

The standards committee can allow
witnesses to be questioned and
cross-examined by the subject member,
the monitoring officer, the ethical standards
officer or their representative. Alternatively,
the standards committee can ask that
these questions be directed through the
chair. The standards committee can also
question witnesses directly.
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STANDARDS COMMITTEE DETERMINATIONS 11

hearings
Witnesses

Generally, the subject member is entitled
to present their case as they see fit, which
includes calling the witnesses they may
want and which are relevant to the matters
to be heard. The subject member must
make their own arrangements to ensure
that their witnesses (and witnesses they
would like to question) will attend 
the hearing. 

The standards committee has the right to
govern its own procedures as long as it
acts fairly. For this reason, the standards
committee may limit the number of
witnesses if the number is unreasonable. 

The standards committee will normally
take a decision on whether to hear any
particular evidence or witness only after
having heard submissions from both
parties on the issue.

Witnesses of facts that are disputed would
normally attend the hearing and should be
prepared to be cross-examined. Witnesses
as to the character of the subject member,
if required, regularly present their evidence
in writing and may or may not actually
attend the hearing.

Witnesses, especially members of the
public, often play an important part in the
process and should be treated with
courtesy and respect. Authorities may wish
to consider developing a witness care
scheme. At the very least, witnesses
should be kept promptly informed of the
relevant dates, times and location of the
hearing.

Standards committees should recognise
that subject members also need to be kept
fully appraised of the process and any
changes to it. Some authorities appoint an
officer as a point of contact with the subject
member for the duration of the process.

Sanctions

If the standards committee finds that a
subject member has failed to follow the
Code of Conduct and that they should be
sanctioned, it may impose any one or a
combination of the following:
� censure of that member 

� restriction for a period not exceeding
six months (three months for
complaints received by the Standards
Board before 8 May 2008) of that
member’s access to the premises of
the authority or that member’s use of
the resources of the authority, provided
that those restrictions meet both the
following requirements:

i) They are reasonable and
proportionate to the nature of the
breach.

ii) They do not unduly restrict the
person’s ability to perform the
functions of a member.

� partial suspension of that member for a
period not exceeding six months (three
months for complaints received by the
Standards Board before 8 May 2008) 

� suspension of that member for a
period not exceeding six months (three
months for complaints received by the
Standards Board before 8 May 2008) 
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12 STANDARDS COMMITTEE DETERMINATIONS

hearings
� that the member submits a written

apology in a form specified by the
standards committee 

� that the member undertakes such
training as the standards committee
specifies 

� that the member participates in such
conciliation as the standards
committee specifies 

� partial suspension of that member for a
period not exceeding six months (three
months for complaints received by the
Standards Board before 8 May 2008)
or until such time as the member has
met either of the following restrictions:

i) They have submitted a written
apology in a form specified by
the standards committee.

ii) They have undertaken such
training or has participated in
such conciliation as the
standards committee specifies.

� suspension of that member for a
period not exceeding six months (three
months for complaints received by the
Standards Board before 8 May 2008)
or until such time as the member has
met either of the following restrictions:

i) They have submitted a written
apology in a form specified by
the standards committee.

ii) They have undertaken such
training or has participated in
such conciliation as the
standards committee specifies.

Suspension or partial suspension will

normally start immediately after the
standards committee has made its
decision. However, if the standards
committee chooses, the sanction may start
at any time up to six months following its
decision. This may be appropriate if the
sanction would otherwise have little effect
on the subject member. For example, in
the case of a suspension or partial
suspension where there are no authority or
committee meetings which the subject
member would normally go to in the period
after the hearing has finished. The
standards committee should also confirm
the consequences, if any, for any
allowances the subject member may be
receiving.

Periods of suspension or partial
suspension set by a standards committee
do not count towards the six-month limit
for absences from authority meetings, after
which a member would normally be
removed from office under section 85 of
the Local Government Act 1972.

Considering the sanction 

When deciding on a sanction, the
standards committee should ensure that it
is reasonable and proportionate to the
subject member’s behaviour. Before
deciding what sanction to issue, the
standards committee should consider the
following questions, along with any other
relevant circumstances:

� What was the subject member’s
intention? Did the subject member
know that they were failing to follow
the Code of Conduct?
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STANDARDS COMMITTEE DETERMINATIONS 13

hearings
� Did the subject member get advice

from officers before the incident? Was
that advice acted on or ignored in good
faith?

� Has there been a breach of trust?

� Has there been financial impropriety,
for example improper expense claims
or procedural irregularities?

� What was the result of failing to follow
the Code of Conduct?

� What were the potential results of the
failure to follow the Code of Conduct? 

� How serious was the incident?

� Does the subject member accept they
were at fault?

� Did the subject member apologise to
the relevant people?

� Has the subject member previously
been warned or reprimanded for
similar misconduct?

� Has the subject member failed to
follow the Code of Conduct before?

� Is the subject member likely to do the
same thing again?

� How will the sanction be carried out?
For example, who will provide the
training or mediation? 

� Are there any resource or funding
implications? For example, if a subject

member has repeatedly or blatantly
misused the authority’s information
technology resources, the standards
committee may consider withdrawing
those resources from the subject
member.

Suspension may be appropriate for more
serious cases, such as those involving:

� trying to gain an advantage or
disadvantage for themselves or others

� dishonesty or breaches of trust

� bullying 

Sanctions involving restricting access to
an authority’s premises or equipment
should not unnecessarily restrict the
subject member’s ability to carry out their
responsibilities as an elected
representative or co-opted member.

The following is an extract from useful
guidance published by the First-tier
Tribunal on aggravating and mitigating
factors they take into account when
assessing an appropriate sanction:

Examples, but not an
exhaustive list, of mitigating
factors are:

� An honestly held, although mistaken,
view that the action concerned did not
constitute a failure to follow the
provisions of the Code of Conduct,
particularly where such a view has
been formed after taking appropriate
advice. 
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14 STANDARDS COMMITTEE DETERMINATIONS

hearings 
� A member’s previous record of good

service. 

� Substantiated evidence that the
member’s actions have been affected
by ill-health. 

� Recognition that there has been a
failure to follow the Code; co-operation
in rectifying the effects of that failure; an
apology to affected persons where that
is appropriate, self-reporting of the
breach by the member. 

� Compliance with the Code since the
events giving rise to the determination. 

� Some actions, which may have involved
a breach of the Code, may nevertheless
have had some beneficial
effect for the public.

Examples, but again
not an exhaustive list, of
aggravating factors are:

� Dishonesty. 

� Continuing to deny the facts despite
clear contrary evidence. 

� Seeking unfairly to blame other people

� Failing to heed appropriate advice or
warnings or previous findings of a failure
to follow the provisions of the Code. 

� Persisting with a pattern of
behaviour which involves
repeatedly failing to abide by
the provisions of the Code.

The First-tier Tribunal also advises the
following:

In deciding what action to take,
the Case Tribunal should bear
in mind an aim of upholding
and improving the standard of

conduct expected of members of the
various bodies to which the Codes of
Conduct apply, as part of the process of
fostering public confidence in local
democracy. Thus, the action taken by the
Case Tribunal should be designed both to
discourage or prevent the particular
Respondent from any future
non-compliance and also to discourage
similar action by others. 

Case Tribunals should take account of the
actual consequences which have followed
as a result of the member’s actions while
at the same time bearing in mind what the
possible consequences may have been
even if they did not come about. 

This guidance does not include a firm tariff
from which to calculate what length of
disqualification or suspension should be
applied to particular breaches of the Code.
Any such tariff would in any event need to
have regard to the need to make
adjustments toward the lower end of the
spectrum if there are mitigating
factors and towards the upper end
if there are aggravating factors.
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findings
Notice of the standards committee’s
findings

The standards committee should
announce its decision at the end of the
hearing. It is good practice to make a short
written decision available on the day of the
hearing, and to prepare the full written
decision in draft on that day, before
people’s memories fade. The officer
providing administrative support to the
standards committee will normally also
draft minutes of the meeting. 

The standards committee must give its full
written decision to the relevant parties as
soon as possible after the hearing. In most
cases this should be within two weeks of
the hearing. 

The relevant parties are:

� the subject member
� the complainant
� the standards committees of any other

authorities concerned
� any parish or town councils concerned 
� the Standards Board for England

Making the findings public

The standards committee must arrange for
a summary of the decision and reasons for
it to be published in at least one
newspaper that is independent of the
authorities concerned. The newspapers
where the decision and reasons are
published should be circulated in the area
of the authorities involved. A summary of
the decision may also be published on the
website of any authorities concerned, and

in any other publication if the standards
committee considers it appropriate. 

If the standards committee finds that the
subject member did not fail to follow the
authority’s Code of Conduct, the public
summary must say this and give reasons
for this finding. In such cases, the subject
member is also entitled to decide that no
summary of the decision should be passed
to local newspapers.

If the standards committee finds that the
subject member failed to follow the Code
but that no action is needed, the public
summary must:

� say that the member failed to follow
the Code, but that no action needs to
be taken

� outline what happened

� give reasons for the standards
committee’s decision not to take any
action 

� state that the member may appeal
against that finding

If the standards committee finds that a
member failed to follow the Code and it
imposed a sanction, the public summary
must:

� say that the member failed to follow
the Code

� outline what happened
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16 STANDARDS COMMITTEE DETERMINATIONS

findings
� explain what sanction has been

imposed

� give reasons for the decision made by
the standards committee

� state that the member may appeal
against that finding

The standards committee’s reports and
minutes should be available for public
inspection for six years after the hearing.
However, sections of documents relating
to parts of the hearing that were held in
private will not have to be made available
for public inspection.

Written decision format

For consistency and thoroughness,
standards committees should use the
following format for their full written
decisions. 

The front cover of the standards
committee’s full written decision should
include the name of the:

� authority
� subject member 
� complainant
� standards committee member who

chaired the hearing
� standards committee members who

took part in the hearing
� monitoring officer
� ethical standards officer who referred

the matter (if applicable)
� local investigator who investigated the

matter (if applicable)
� clerk of the hearing or other

administrative officer

It should also include:

� case reference numbers from the
principal authority and from the
Standards Board for England, (if
applicable)

� the date of the hearing

� the date of the report

The standards committee’s full written
decision should include:

� a summary of the complaint

� the relevant section or sections of the
Code of Conduct

� a summary of the evidence considered
and representations made

� the findings of fact, including the
reasons for them

� the finding as to whether the member
failed to follow the Code, including the
reasons for that finding

� the sanctions imposed, if any,
including the reasons for any sanctions

� the right to appeal.
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suspensions
The Local Government Act 2000 enables
the First-tier Tribunal and standards
committees to suspend and partially
suspend members found to be in breach of
the Code of Conduct. But, it does not
specify exactly what members can and
cannot do in their official capacity during
the term of suspension. 

This has led to confusion in some
authorities as to what representative roles,
if any, a suspended member can perform.
It has also led to confusion over what
council facilities they are allowed to use
and what entitlements they can continue to
receive as a suspended member. This
section clarifies what representative roles,
if any, a suspended member can perform.

Full suspensions

Members under full suspension should
not:

1) Take part in any formal business of
the authority

A member who is fully suspended may
not exercise any of the functions or
responsibilities of membership of the
authority. Section 83(9) of the Local
Government Act 2000 further provides
that a suspended member should not
participate in any committee or
sub-committee of the authority. 

2) Have access to council facilities

Suspended members should not use
or have access to council facilities. As
the member is under suspension and

unable to conduct council business, it
follows that any use of council facilities
by a suspended member would not be
conducive to the discharge of the
functions of the authority. This is
because the member would not be
performing council business while
suspended.

3) Receive their council allowance

Under Regulation 4(3) of the Local
Authorities (Members Allowances)
Regulations 2003, councils may
specify in their member allowance
schemes that:

Where a member is
suspended or partially
suspended from his

responsibilities or duties as a member
of an authority in accordance with part
III of the Local Government Act 2000
or regulations made under that Part,
the part of basic allowance payable to
him in respect of the period for which
he is suspended or partially
suspended may be withheld
by the authority.

It is recommended that members
should not receive their allowance
while under suspension because they
are not performing their role as a
member. But, the decision to withhold
a member's allowance is ultimately at
the discretion of the individual
authority. 
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18 STANDARDS COMMITTEE DETERMINATIONS

suspensions
Members under suspension, should:

1) Make their suspended status clear

While suspended members remain
councillors, they should put
'suspended' after their name when
referring to themselves in writing as
members. They should also notify
constituents of this when contacted by
them on constituency business. This is
to ensure that all concerned are aware
that the member is under suspension
and unable to perform council duties.

2) Make arrangements for another
member to handle their
constituency work

With help from their council officers,
suspended members can arrange for
other ward members to handle their
constituency work. Or, in the case of a
single-member ward, suspended
members can arrange for neighbouring
ward members to take over their
constituency work for the duration of
the suspension. This ensures that
constituents continue to be
democratically represented.

What responsibilities remain for
suspended members?

The Code of Conduct does not apply to a
person who has been suspended in
respect of a relevant function of office for a
relevant period of time, so long as the
member makes it clear that they have
been suspended and does not purport to
act as a representative of their authority. 

However, when amendments to section 52
of the Local Government Act 2000 come
into effect, three paragraphs under the
Code of Conduct will apply, “at any other
time, where that conduct constitutes a
criminal offence”. As such, these
paragraphs will still apply to members who
are suspended. These paragraphs will be:

� paragraph 3(2)(c) – intimidation of
certain persons in relation to an
allegation under the Code of Conduct 

� paragraph 5 – disrepute 

� paragraph 6(a) – improperly conferring
or securing an advantage or
disadvantage 

Partial suspensions

Members can be partially suspended
under sections 83(9) and (10) of the Local
Government Act 2000. While members
who are fully suspended cannot take part
in any formal business of the authority
during the period of suspension, members
who are partially suspended are restricted
only from certain activities or business. 

The terms of a partial suspension must be
set by the standards committee during
sentencing. It will often involve suspension
from certain committees, or restricted
access to certain areas or individuals. 

A partial suspension enables the
committee to tailor a sanction to the
particular breach, while still allowing the
member to carry out other functions. For
instance, a member who failed to uphold
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suspensions
the Code of Conduct at a planning
committee could be suspended from
taking part in planning committee meetings
for a certain period. Or a member who
bullied licensing officers about an
application might be barred from contact
with officers of the licensing department for
a certain period. Again we recommend
that members should not receive
allowances relating to areas in which they
are suspended from for the duration of
their suspension.

Officers and members of the authority
should be informed of a member's
suspension and advised of the suspended
member's rights and obligations, as
detailed earlier. The council should also
help the member make arrangements for
another member, either from their ward or
a neighbouring ward, to take over
constituency work. 

It may also notify the public in the
authority's area that the member is
suspended and unable to perform official
council duties until the end of the
suspension. Once the suspension has
ended, the member is free to resume their
duties in full as a member of the authority.
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20 STANDARDS COMMITTEE DETERMINATIONS

appeals
Appeal to the First-tier Tribunal

Where a standards committee decides that
a member has failed to comply with the
Code of Conduct, the member may within
28 days of being notified of that decision,
seek permission to appeal to the First Tier
Tribunal and if appropriate, apply to the
First-tier Tribunal for the suspension of any
sanction imposed until such time as any
appeal is determined.

In deciding whether to give permission to
appeal, the First-tier Tribunal will consider
whether, in its opinion, there is a
reasonable prospect of the appeal being
successful (either in whole or in part).

Permission to appeal or to suspend a
sanction may be given in relation to the
whole or any specified part of the finding
or sanction.

References to the First-tier Tribunal for
action in respect of misconduct

An Ethical Standards Officer may refer the
matters which are subject to the
investigation to the First-tier Tribunal for
adjudication.

A standards committee may refer a case
to the First-Tier Tribunal for determination
where it considers that the action it could
take against a member is insufficient and
the First-tier Tribunal agrees to accept the
referral. 

Appeals to the Upper Tribunal

Member appeal - Where the First-tier
Tribunal decides that a member has failed
to comply with the Code of Conduct, the
member may, within 28 days of being
notified of that decision seek permission to
appeal against that decision to the Upper
Tribunal (Administrative Appeals
Chamber). The member must first apply to
the First-tier Tribunal for permission to
appeal.

Appeal by Others- Either party can seek
to appeal the decision of the First-tier
Tribunal to the Upper Tribunal
(Administrative Appeals Chamber) if they
can show there was an error of law made
in that decision. The party wishing to
appeal must first apply to the First-tier
Tribunal for permission to appeal. This
must be made in writing within 28 days
after the First-tier Tribunal has sent written
reasons for its decision.  

On receiving an application for permission
to appeal the First-tier Tribunal may decide
to review its decision, if it is satisfied there
was an error of law. If the First-tier
Tribunal decides not to review its decision,
it will then consider whether to give
permission to appeal the decision to the
Upper Tribunal.
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appeals
If the First-tier Tribunal refuses permission
to appeal to the Upper Tribunal the party
has a right to make an application directly
to the Upper Tribunal for permission to
appeal no later than a month after
receiving that refusal decision.

Additionally, where the First-tier Tribunal
decides that a member has failed to
comply with the Code of Conduct, the
member may also within 28 days of being
notified of that decision seek permission to
appeal against the finding of failure to
comply with a code of conduct or the
imposition of any sanction.  Again the
member must first apply to the First-tier
Tribunal for permission to appeal. 
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costs
Members are responsible for meeting the
cost of any representation at a standards
committee hearing or tribunal. Local
authorities are able to take out insurance
to cover this.

However, most insurance schemes will
only cover the costs incurred by members
who are found not to be in breach of the
Code. Therefore members are advised to
refer to the terms of their own insurance
scheme. 

The First-tier Tribunal has the power to
make an order for costs if the Tribunal
considers that a party has acted
unreasonably in bringing, defending or
conducting the proceedings. It may make
an order for costs following an application
or on its own initiative.

The First-tier Tribunal may also order any
legal or other representative to meet any
wasted costs incurred by a party as a
result of any improper, unreasonable or
negligent act or omission on the part of
that legal or other representative in
bringing, defending or conducting
proceedings.
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role of the
monitoring officer

Monitoring officers need to be aware of the
potential conflicts involved in advising the
standards committee and advising
members. 

It is important that standards committees
receive high quality, independent advice.
For this reason a monitoring officer should
be the main adviser to the standards
committee, unless they have an interest in
the matter that would prevent them from
performing this role independently. If this
situation arises, a monitoring officer should
arrange for another appropriately qualified
officer to advise the standards committee.

The monitoring officer or other legal
adviser’s role in advising the standards
committee is to:

� make sure that members of the
standards committee understand their
powers and procedures

� make sure that the determination
procedure is fair and will allow the
complaint to be dealt with as efficiently
and effectively as possible

� make sure that the subject member
understands the procedures the
standards committee will follow

� provide advice to the standards
committee during the hearing and their
deliberations

� help the standards committee produce
a written decision and a summary of
that decision

Monitoring officers play an important role
in advising their members on a day-to-day
basis. When performing this role,
monitoring officers need to be aware of the
potential conflicts of interest that can arise,
as these conflicts could prevent them from
advising the standards committee at a
later stage. 

However, conflicts of interest are not likely
to arise simply from informal discussions
between members and monitoring officers.
Monitoring officers consider options for
reducing the likelihood of such conflicts,
including:

� arranging for another officer to advise
members

� continuing to advise members, while
identifying possible scenarios that may
lead to future conflicts. They should
also ensure that if their advice could be
relevant to an investigation, they have
another appropriately experienced
officer who is prepared to support the
standards committee in its hearings
and deliberations. 

Smaller authorities in particular may find it
useful to make arrangements with
neighbouring authorities to make sure that
when a conflict arises, an appropriately
experienced officer is available to advise
the standards committee.
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appendix 1
Model documentation for the
pre-hearing process

Authorities should use a pre-hearing
process to:

� Identify whether the subject member
disagrees with any findings of fact in
the investigation report.

� Decide whether those disagreements
are significant to the hearing.

� Decide whether to hear evidence
about those disagreements during the
hearing.

� Decide whether there are any parts of
the hearings that should be held in
private.

� Decide whether any parts of the
investigation report or other documents
should be withheld from the public,
prior to the hearing on the grounds that
they contain ‘exempt’ material.

Below is a checklist for authorities to use
before the hearing. At the end of Appendix
1 is model documentation to support it.
The documentation is intended to give
authorities a consistent approach to help
them decide what the relevant issues are
before the hearing itself. It is not
compulsory. 

Pre-hearing process checklist for
authorities

The monitoring officer must give a copy of
the investigation report to the subject
member. 

The officer providing administrative
support to the committee, in consultation
with the chair of the committee, should:

� provide a copy of the standards
committee’s pre-hearing and hearing
procedures to the subject member

� outline the subject member’s rights
and responsibilities

� propose a date for the hearing

� ask for a written response from the
subject member by a set time to find
out whether they:

i) disagree with any of the findings
of fact in the investigation report,
including the reasons for
disagreement

ii) want to be represented at the
hearing by a solicitor, barrister or
any other person. This should be
done while noting that the
standards committee will
normally give permission for
members to be represented by
people who are not lawyers, but
may refuse permission if the
representative is directly involved
in the matter being determined
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iii) want to give evidence to the

standards committee, either
verbally or in writing

iv) want to call relevant witnesses to
give evidence to the standards
committee

v) can attend the hearing on the
proposed date

vi) want any part of the hearing to
be held in private

vii) want any part of the investigation
report or other relevant
documents to be withheld from
the public

� send a copy of the subject member’s
response to the monitoring officer or
ethical standards officer and invite the
monitoring officer or ethical standards
officer to say by a set time whether
they want:

i) to be represented at the hearing

ii) to call relevant witnesses to give
evidence to the standards
committee

iii) any part of the hearing to be held
in private

iv) any part of the investigation
report or other relevant
documents to be withheld from
the public

v) to invite any other witnesses the
committee feels are appropriate

The chair of the committee, in consultation
with the legal adviser to the committee,
should then:

� confirm a date, time and place for the
hearing

� confirm the main facts of the case that
are agreed

� confirm the main facts which are not
agreed

� confirm which witnesses will give
evidence

� outline the proposed procedure for the
hearing

� provide this information to everyone
involved in the hearing at least two
weeks before the proposed date of the
hearing
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Checklist for members

The officer providing administrative
support to the committee, in consultation
with the chair of the committee, should
make sure that the subject member is
aware of the following points. 

Pre-hearing process

The subject member has the right to:

� go to the hearing and present their case

� call a reasonable number of witnesses
to give relevant evidence to the
standards committee

� be represented at the hearing by a
solicitor, barrister or any other person.
Note – the committee will normally give
permission for members to be
represented by people who are not
lawyers, but may refuse permission if
the representative is directly involved in
the matter being determined 

Any disagreements with the finding of facts
in the investigation report must be raised
during the pre-hearing process. The
standards committee will not consider any
new disagreements about the report’s
findings of fact at the hearing itself, unless
there are good reasons why these have
not been raised beforehand. 

The subject member does not have to go
to the hearing or be represented. If the
subject member chooses not to go to the
hearing, the committee may make a
determination in their absence. 

The hearing will be held in public and the
relevant papers will be available for public
inspection unless the standards committee
is persuaded that there is a good reason to
exclude the public. This is in line with the
relevant access to information and human
rights legislation.

Hearing process

After considering the written and verbal
presentations, the standards committee
will reach and announce its findings of
fact, whether the subject member has
failed to follow the Code of Conduct and
whether a sanction should be applied. As
well as announcing its decision at the
hearing and providing a short written
decision on the day of the hearing, the
standards committee will give the member
concerned its full written decision within
two weeks of the end of the hearing. 

If the standards committee decides that
the member has failed to follow the Code
and that the member should be
sanctioned, it may do any one or a
combination of the following:

� Censure the member. This is the only
sanction available when dealing with a
person who is no longer a member of
the authority.

� Restrict the member’s access to the
resources of the relevant authority for
up to six months, which could include
limiting their access to the premises of
the relevant authority.
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� Suspend or partly suspend the

member for up to six months. 

� Suspend or partly suspend the
member for up to six months on the
condition that the suspension or partial
suspension will end if the member
apologises in writing, receives any
training, or takes part in any
conciliation that the standards
committee orders them to. Conciliation
involves an independent person
helping the relevant people to try to
reach an agreement on the matter set
out by the standards committee. 

Sanctions may start immediately or up to
six months after the hearing, if the
standards committee wishes. 

The standards committee will also arrange
to publish a summary of its findings and
any sanction applied in one or more
newspapers that are independent of the
authorities concerned and circulating in the
area of those authorities. If the standards
committee finds that the member has not
broken the Code, the member can ask the
standards committee not to have this
information published. 

The member who is the subject of a
standards committee finding has the right
to apply in writing to the President of the
First-tier Tribunal for permission to appeal
against that finding.    

Checklist for the pre-hearing process
summary

After the standards committee has
received responses from the subject
member and the monitoring officer or
ethical standards officer, it should prepare
a summary of the main aspects of the
case that will be heard. 

The pre-hearing process summary should
include:

� the name of the authority

� the name of the subject member 

� the name of the complainant (unless
there are good reasons to keep their
identity confidential)

� case reference numbers of the
principal authority or the Standards
Board for England

� the name of the standards committee
member who will chair the hearing

� the name of the monitoring officer

� the name of the ethical standards
officer who referred the matter (if
applicable)

� the name of the clerk of the hearing or
other administrative officer

� the date the pre-hearing process
summary was produced

� the date, time and place of the hearing
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� a summary of the complaint

� the relevant section or sections of the
Code of Conduct

� the findings of fact in the investigation
report that are agreed

� the findings of fact in the investigation
report that are not agreed

� whether the subject member or the
monitoring officer or ethical standards
officer will attend or be represented

� the names of any witnesses who will
be asked to give evidence

� an outline of the proposed procedure
for the hearing  

Pre-hearing process forms 

These forms are a guide only and can be
found in the Standards committee
determinations toolkit. Authorities should
prepare their own forms as appropriate.

Form A provides an example table to help
the subject member identify any
disagreements about the findings of fact in
the investigation report.

Form B helps the subject member set out
any other evidence that is relevant to the
complaint made about them.

Form C helps the subject member set out
any representations the standards
committee should take account of if the
subject member is found to have broken
the Code of Conduct.

Forms D and E cover details of the
hearing and the witnesses who will give
evidence.

Also included is Form F which is a
checklist of details for the pre-hearing
process summary.
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Model hearing procedures for the
standards committee

The model hearing procedures below aim
to give standards committees a consistent
approach to determining matters locally.
These procedures are not compulsory, but
authorities should make sure that any
procedures they do use are consistent with
the principles in this guidance.

Standards committees need to have an
efficient and effective hearing process. This
will help committees deal with all the issues
that need to be resolved in a way that is
fair to the member. It will also reduce the
prospects of any successful appeal. 

The model procedure below is intended to
give standards committees a consistent
approach to determining matters locally. 

The model procedures are not
compulsory. However, authorities should
make sure that any procedures they use
are consistent with the principles in this
guidance. 

Interpretation

1) ‘Subject member’ means the member
of the authority who is the subject of
the allegation being considered by the
standards committee, unless stated
otherwise. It also includes the
member’s nominated representative. 

2) ‘Investigator’ means the monitoring
officer or ethical standards officer and
includes their nominated
representative. 

3) ‘Committee’ also refers to a
sub-committee.

4) ‘Legal adviser’ means the officer
responsible for providing legal advice
to the standards committee. This may
be the monitoring officer, another
legally qualified officer of the authority,
or someone appointed for this purpose
from outside the authority.

Representation

5) The subject member may be
represented or accompanied during
the meeting by a solicitor, counsel or,
with the permission of the committee,
another person.

Legal advice 

6) The committee may take legal advice,
in private if necessary, from its legal
adviser at any time during the hearing
or while they are considering the
outcome. The substance of any legal
advice given to the committee should
be shared with the subject member
and the investigator if they are present.

Setting the scene 

7) After all the members and everyone
involved have been formally
introduced, the chair should explain
how the committee is going to run the
hearing. 
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Preliminary procedural issues

8) The committee should then resolve
any issues or disagreements about
how the hearing should continue,
which have not been resolved during
the pre-hearing process. 

Making findings of fact

9) After dealing with any preliminary
issues, the committee should then
move on to consider whether there are
any significant disagreements about
the facts contained in the investigator’s
report.

10) If there is no disagreement about the
facts, the committee can move on to
the next stage of the hearing. 

11) If there is a disagreement, the
investigator, if present, should be
invited to make any necessary
representations to support the relevant
findings of fact in the report. With the
committee’s permission, the
investigator may call any necessary
supporting witnesses to give evidence.
The committee may give the subject
member an opportunity to challenge
any evidence put forward by any
witness called by the investigator.  

12) The subject member should then have
the opportunity to make
representations to support their version
of the facts and, with the committee’s
permission, to call any necessary
witnesses to give evidence.

13) At any time, the committee may
question any of the people involved or
any witnesses, and may allow the
investigator to challenge any evidence
put forward by witnesses called by the
member. 

14) If the subject member disagrees with
most of the facts, it may make sense
for the investigator to start by making
representations on all the relevant
facts, instead of discussing each fact
individually. 

15) If the subject member disagrees with
any relevant fact in the investigator’s
report, without having given prior
notice of the disagreement, they must
give good reasons for not mentioning it
before the hearing. If the investigator is
not present, the committee will
consider whether it would be in the
public interest to continue in their
absence. 

After considering the member’s
explanation for not raising the issue at
an earlier stage, the committee may
then:

� continue with the hearing, relying
on the information in the
investigator’s report

� allow the subject member to
make representations about the
issue, and invite the investigator
to respond and call any
witnesses, as necessary
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� postpone the hearing to arrange

for appropriate witnesses to be
present, or for the investigator to
be present if they are not already

16) The committee will usually move to
another room to consider the
representations and evidence in
private. 

17) On their return, the chair will announce
the committee’s findings of fact. 

Did the subject member fail to follow
the Code of Conduct?

18) The committee then needs to consider
whether, based on the facts it has
found, the subject member has failed
to follow the Code. 

19) The subject member should be invited
to give relevant reasons why the
committee should decide that they
have not failed to follow the Code. 

20) The committee should then consider
any verbal or written representations
from the investigator.

21) The committee may, at any time,
question anyone involved on any point
they raise on their representations.

22) The subject member should be invited
to make any final relevant points. 

23) The committee will then move to
another room to consider the
representations. 

24) On their return, the chair will announce
the committee’s decision as to whether
the subject member has failed to follow
the Code. 

If the subject member has not failed to
follow the Code of Conduct 

25) If the committee decides that the
subject member has not failed to follow
the Code, the committee can move on
to consider whether it should make any
recommendations to the authority. 

If the subject member has failed to
follow the Code of Conduct

26) If the committee decides that the
subject member has failed to follow the
Code, it will consider any verbal or
written representations from the
investigator and the subject member
as to:

� whether the committee should
apply a sanction

� what form any sanction should
take

27) The committee may question the
investigator and member, and take
legal advice, to make sure they have
the information they need in order to
make an informed decision. 

28) The committee will then deliberate in
private to consider whether to impose
a sanction on the subject member and,
if so, what sanction it should be. 
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29) On their return, the chair will

announce the committee’s decision.

Recommendations to the authority

30) After considering any verbal or written
representations from the investigator,
the committee will consider whether it
should make any recommendations to
the authority, with a view to promoting
high standards of conduct among
members. 

The written decision

The committee will announce its decision
on the day and provide a short written
decision on that day. It will also need to
issue a full written decision shortly after
the end of the hearing. It is good practice
to prepare the full written decision in draft
on the day of the hearing, before people’s
memories fade.  
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Categories of exempt information under
Schedule 12A of the Local Government
Act 1972 (as modified in relation to local
determinations by standards committees)
are:

1) Information relating to any individual.

2) Information which is likely to reveal the
identity of an individual.

3) Information relating to the financial or
business affairs of any particular
person (including the authority holding
that information).

4) Information relating to any
consultations or negotiations, or
contemplated consultations or
negotiations, in connection with any
labour relations matter arising between
the authority or a minister of the Crown
and employees of, or office holders
under, the authority.

5) Information in respect of which a claim
to legal professional privilege could be
maintained in legal proceedings.

6) Information which reveals that the
authority proposes:

� to give under any enactment a
notice under or by virtue of which
requirements are imposed on a
person 

� to make an order or direction
under any enactment

7) Information relating to any action taken
or to be taken in connection with the
prevention, investigation or
prosecution of crime.

7A) Information which is subject to
any obligation of confidentiality. 

7B) Information which relates in any
way to matters concerning
national security.

7C) Information presented to a
standards committee, or to a
sub-committee of a standards
committee, set up to consider any
matter under regulations 13 or 16
to 20 of the Standards Committee
(England) Regulations 2008, or
referred under section 58(1)(c) of
the Local Government Act 2000. 

Source: Appendix 3 is an extract from the
Local Government Act 1972 (as modified
in relation to local determination by
standards committee).
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1 Executive summary 
 
1.1 The Standards Committee of Chorley Council, through the Monitoring 

Officer received a complaint from Cllr Alan Cullens concerning the 
conduct of Cllr Christopher France. 

1.2 The complaint was twofold:- 
1.2.1 That Councillor France used his office as a councillor to 

mislead the public by making unsubstantiated claims and 
that through his actions and false claims of the Council 
issuing documents supporting his claims he has brought 
Chorley Borough Council into disrepute; and 

1.2.2 That Councillor France has published details of a 
confidential document against the Council’s wishes in his 
undated letter to residents of Brinscall.  

 
1.3 In progressing this investigation I have considered the following 

provisions of the Code of Conduct for members:- 
1.3.1 “You must not conduct yourself in a manner which could 

reasonably be regarded as bringing your office or 
authority into disrepute.” (para 5) 

1.3.2 “You must not attempt to use your position as a member 
improperly to confer on or secure for yourself or any 
other person, an advantage or disadvantage.” (para 6(a)) 

1.3.3 “You must not disclose information given to you in 
confidence by anyone, or information acquired by you 
which you believe, or ought reasonably to be aware, is of 
a confidential nature, except where: 
(i) You have the consent of a person authorised to 

give it 
(ii) You are required by law to do so; 
(iii) ..not applicable…. 
(iv) The disclosure is 

a. Reasonable and in the public interest; and 
b. Made in good faith and in compliance with the 
reasonable requirements of the authority.” 
(para 4 (a)). 

1.4 I have received oral evidence from Cllr Cullens and Cllr France and 
have considered documentary evidence as detailed within this report 

1.5 As a result of my investigation I conclude that Cllr France has breached 
the Code of Conduct. 

1.6 Cllr France in his leaflet titled “Labour Campaign Special” is clearly 
acting in his capacity as a member of Chorley Borough Council. 

1.7 In Cllr Frances leaflet titled “Labour Campaign Special” he 
misrepresents the content of a confidential council document. He 
misrepresents that a site proposed to be allocated as recreational use 
is allocated as housing use. He also misrepresents that a site proposed 
to be allocated as employment land is allocated for housing.  
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1.8 Cllr France also misrepresents the content of the document by making 
reference to 165 houses being built on the 3 sites when in fact the 
proposal is for 9. 

1.9 These are significant misrepresentations and this is conduct that brings 
the Council into disrepute. 

1.10 Cllr France failed to clarify the misrepresentation when writing to 
residents in his undated letter. Indeed the tone of the letter perpetuates 
the misrepresentation as it infers that Cllr Frances actions or those of 
the residents in response to his leaflet have lead to a change in position 
by Chorley Council. 

1.11 Cllr France disclosed confidential information received due to his 
position as a councillor to the public. The copy document attached to 
his undated letter is clearly marked “confidential” and is different in 
presentation and content to the document considered by Full Council 
on 19 July and subsequently forming part of the public consultation 
exercise. Cllr France did not have authority to disclose this document 
neither was he required by law to disclose it. The reasons put forward 
for disclosure are not ones that further the public interest. In these 
circumstances Cllr France has no grounds for disclosure and has 
breached this part of the code of conduct. 

1.12 It is the findings of this report that the allegations against Councillor 
France have been made out. 

1.13 A mitigating factor is the complicated appearance of the disclosed 
confidential document which may have been misunderstood by 
Councillor France. 

1.14 Aggravating factors are the fact that Councillor France did not  
1.14.1 avail himself of the offer to discuss the document with 

officers; or  
1.14.2 attend the drop in sessions arranged; or 
1.14.3 correct his misrepresentations in his undated letter; and 
1.14.4 the document disclosed is clearly marked confidential. 

 
2 Councillor France’s official details 
 
2.1 Councillor France was elected to office on 7 May 2009 for a term of 3 

years.  
 

2.2 Councillor France currently serves on the Development Control 
Committee. 

 
2.3 Councillor France gave a written undertaking to observe the Code of 

Conduct on 5 June 2009. 
 
3 The relevant legislation and protocols 
 
3.1 The council has adopted a Code of Conduct in which the following 

paragraph[s] is/are included: 
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3.1.1 “You must not conduct yourself in a manner which could 
reasonably be regarded as bringing your office or 
authority into disrepute.” (para 5) 

3.1.2  “You must not disclose information given to you in 
confidence by anyone, or information acquired by you 
which you believe, or ought reasonably to be aware, is of 
a confidential nature, except where: 
(v) You have the consent of a person authorised to 

give it 
(vi) You are required by law to do so; 
(vii) ..not applicable…. 
(viii) The disclosure is 

a. Reasonable and in the public interest; and 
b. Made in good faith and in compliance with the 
reasonable requirements of the authority.” 
(para 4 (a)). 

 
4 The evidence gathered  
 
4.1 I have taken account of oral evidence from Cllr Alan Cullens and Cllr 

Christopher France and copies of the notes of the meetings are 
attached to this report.  

 
4.2 I have also taken account of documentary evidence obtained from 

Jenni Moore Head of Planning and documents extracted from council 
meeting agenda for 19 July 2011. 
 

4.3 I have received clarification information from Planning Policy to confirm 
the chronology of the release of documentation. 

 
5 Summary of the material facts 
 
5.1 Chorley Council are at present reconsidering their Local Development 

Framework documentation. One of the exercises as part of this is a 
consideration of site allocations. Briefly, site allocations are the 
designations given to land within the borough and in simple terms 
means whether the Council consider the land is suitable for certain 
uses or for development. 

5.2 This is always a contentious issue for authorities. There are many 
competing issues to include the need for development and residents 
expectations. 

5.3 In June 2011 the Planning Policy team of Chorley Council circulated to 
members a draft Site Allocations and Development Management 
Policies Development Plan Document. This document was marked 
confidential on each page. 

5.4 The confidentiality of the document was for 2 primary reasons. Firstly, 
should the document be passed to a developer this may provide them 
with a commercial advantage as they would have fore knowledge of 
any changes in allocations. Secondly, it was an early consultative draft 
which if it was passed to the public may cause unnecessary outcry and 
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concern. This would impact on the council as they are likely to receive a 
high number of unnecessary contacts from residents who believe – 
potentially wrongly – that they would be affected adversely by the site 
allocations. 

5.5 On 19 July a meeting of Chorley Council considered a report headed 
“Local Development Framework: Site Allocations and Development 
Management Policies Development Plan Document – Preferred Option 
Stage”. It presented for approval for use in consultation with the public 
the Council’s “Preferred Allocations for Development”. This was a public 
document and considered the representations that had been made by 
members following the internal consultation exercise on the document 
circulated in June. 

5.6 The Preferred Allocations for Development document was materially 
different to the June document. It provides the officer recommendations 
for allocation and where appropriate specifically states the numbers of 
houses provided within each allocation. 

5.7 On the weekend of the 19 August (Friday) to 21 August (Sunday), Cllr 
France circulated a leaflet titled “Labour Campaign Special” 

5.8 This leaflet made the following statement:- 
“In Brinscall three sites have been located and are identified on the 
back of this flyer. CH0169 has been identified as a housing site as has 
CS0043. CS0030 which is currently part of Railway Park has been 
identified for either housing, employment land or both. This means that 
potentially 165 houses could be sited there if development approval 
was granted for 50 dwellings per hectare.” 

5.9 At that time this statement was materially incorrect for the following 
reasons:- 

5.9.1 CS0043 was recommended to be used as employment 
land not for housing; 

5.9.2 CS0030 was recommended to be protected as public 
open space not as housing; 

5.9.3 The total number of houses allocated for development on 
CH0169 was 9, not 165 as suggested. 

5.10 On 24 August, the conservative councillors for that area circulated a 
leaflet called “intouch”. This responds to the Labour Campaign Special. 
There is no need to consider in detail its content expect to confirm it 
disputes the statements made by Cllr France. 

5.11 Subsequently, approximately 1 week later, Cllr France sent out a letter 
addressed to residents. This letter states:- 
“I am writing regarding the above area of land. (Land at Railway 
Park/Brinscall Nature Trail) 
 
In the proposal published in June by Chorley Council the above piece of 
land was included in sites suggested for housing development (see 
plan opposite). 
 
I can confirm that no housing development will go ahead at this stage 
and the land will be designated as recreational open space. 
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I will commit to remaining vigilant over future plans for housing in our 
village and ensure that your views are always heard.” 
 
Attached to this letter was a plan and extract from the June document, 
both were marked confidential. 

5.12 This letter was materially wrong as the June document was not a 
“published proposal” as stated by Cllr France, but a confidential internal 
consultative draft. 
 

 
6 Complainant’s additional submissions 
 
6.1 Cllr Cullens has indicated that the primary reasons for bringing this 

complaint are firstly that the actions of Cllr France have increased the 
burden on the planning service due to an increased level of contact 
from the members of the public. Cllr Cullens is able to comment on this 
as he is the portfolio member for Planning and he has had this reported 
to him. He also believes there are reputational issues as the 
misrepresentation of the Council’s position leads to bad feeling by the 
public. 

6.2 The Council ran briefing sessions for members. These enabled 
members to question the process, and seek clarification of or challenge 
the draft proposed allocations. At the session attended by Cllr Cullens 
the officers stressed the confidential nature of the documents and 
process. 

 
 
7 Cllr France’s additional submissions 
 
7.1 Cllr France accepts that the papers received in June were confidential. 

However, he believes that the confidentiality was lost when the 
“Preferred Options” paper was published for the Council meeting in 
July.  

7.2 Cllr France believed that the June document and July paper contained 
the same information, although when challenged on this he 
acknowledged that they were in fact different. 

7.3 Cllr France now accepts that the content of his campaign leaflet is in 
fact incorrect and in part misrepresents the June document. 

7.4 The subsequent letter was sent to correct his mistake. 
7.5 The attachment to the letter was marked confidential but Cllr France 

believes this confidentiality was lost by the publication of the Preferred 
Options Paper. If confidentiality was not lost by that publication then Cllr 
France believes it was in the public interest for the June document to be 
published. He confirms his reasons for this belief were that he was 
being accused of misrepresentation whereas in his view the June 
document confirmed that he was correct in his statements. It is Cllr 
France’s position that the public interest was served by him clarifying 
what was stated in June. 

 
8 Evidential Issues 
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8.1 One of the major issues in this investigation has been what information 

has been disclosed to who and when. 
8.2 To be clear to members of the Standards Committee. The document 

attached to the complaint and marked as confidential will not have been 
the document circulated to Cllr France. 

8.3 The document attached to the complaint was marked “Confidential – 
Member Working Group Version 1.1 08/06/2011”. The document which 
was circulated to Cllr France in June 2011 was “Confidential – Version 
1.2 13/06/2011”.  

8.4 However, the documents are materially the same and the information 
relied on by Cllr France in his campaign leaflet is contained in both 
version 1.1 and version 1.2. Both are marked confidential and the same 
obligations relate to both. 

 
9 Reasoning as to whether there have been failures to comply with 

the Code of Conduct 
 
Allegation 1 - That Councillor France used his office as a councillor to mislead 
the public by making unsubstantiated claims and that through his actions and 
false claims of the Council issuing documents supporting his claims he has 
brought Chorley Borough Council into disrepute. 
 
9.1 Cllr France received the information relied on within his campaign 

leaflet due to his position as a Councillor. 
9.2 The campaign leaflet misrepresented the information Cllr France had 

received. It neither reflected the content of the June consultation 
document nor, failed to reflect the content of the July Preferred Options 
document which was in the public domain. 

9.3 Cllr France was either wilful, negligent or reckless in his campaign 
leaflet statement. The content was wrong. The site identified as 
CS0030 was allocated as public space not housing or employment as 
stated. The site CS0043 was allocated as employment land not 
housing as stated. Any confusion that may have been caused by the 
June document is overridden by the Preferred Options Paper which is 
clear. 

9.4 The statement that 165 houses could be built across the 3 sites if 
approval were granted at a density of 50 dwellings per hectare is 
factually correct as per the June document. However, this figure is 
misleading. Even on the June document which was superceded by the 
Preferred Options paper, only 9 properties are suggested for build on 
site CH0169 only. 

9.5 The leaflet is titled “Labour Campaign Special” and by its nature is a 
political document. There is an expectation that such a document will 
contain some hyperbole. However, the context of the statements 
misrepresents confidential information he held and fails to reflect 
updated information he received. It is reasonable to consider that the 
campaign leaflet was a deliberate attempt to misrepresent the position 
in relation to these sites to the public in order to make political gain. 
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9.6 Cllr France subsequently issued a letter which failed to state that his 
earlier campaign leaflet had been in error. The letter infers that he was 
responsible for the removal of the allocation of CS0030 as Housing and 
Employment. The July Preferred Options document had already 
indicated a proposed allocation of open space.  

9.7 It is acknowledged that Cllr France contributed to the Labour Group 
representations brought to Council in July and that he opposed 
development on CS0030. (this comment is not allocated in the 
objections but is in accordance with Cllr France’s statement and it is 
reasonable to attribute it to him). 

9.8 Had the letter contained an admission of fault and confirmed the 
correct position it would be reasonable to conclude that Cllr France had 
in fact mistaken the content both of the June document and the 
Preferred Options paper. However, as stated above it does not. As the 
letter appears to perpetuate the belief that site CS0030 was at the time 
of the leaflet to be allocated as housing, it is reasonable to conclude 
that Cllr France was wilfully attempting to mislead the public. 

 
Allegation 2 - That Councillor France has published details of a confidential 
document against the Council’s wishes in his undated letter to residents of 
Brinscall.  
 
9.9 There is no definition within the Code of Conduct as to what constitutes 

a confidential document. However, the document attached to Cllr 
France’s rebuttal letter is clearly marked confidential. Cllr France has 
acknowledged that the document (whether the one attached to the 
complaint is the correct version or not) he attached to his letter was 
marked confidential.  

9.10  The marking of the document does not in itself make it confidential and 
confidentiality can be lost due to changes in circumstances and the 
passing of time. 

9.11 In this instance the document was a consultation paper and was 
marked confidential for 2 reasons 

 - it contained commercially sensitive information that if obtained by a 
developer may provide a commercial advantage; and  

 - the content was not final recommendations and was very likely to 
change, release may have lead to unfounded public concern. 

 The site allocations process of which this document is a part has not 
been concluded and as such these early documents remain 
confidential and have not been published by the Council. 

9.12 The Preferred Options paper was published and made public in July. 
However, this did not negate the confidentiality of the June document. 
The content of the 2 documents is materially different with the June 
document containing illustrative workings and figures. 

9.13 It is a reasonable conclusion therefore to decide that the document 
disclosed was confidential. 

9.14 Cllr France has suggested that it was in the public interest that the 
June document be disclosed as he felt that the conservative group 
were misleading the public in the allegations they had made against 
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him. Cllr France has to show that the disclosure is reasonable, in the 
public interest and made in good faith.  

9.15 The statements made by the conservative councillors in the intouch 
publication were correct whereas the statements made by Cllr France 
in his leaflet were not. The disclosure does not support Cllr France’s 
statement and therefore it is extremely difficult to see how this 
disclosure of a clearly marked confidential document is in the public 
interest. 

9.16  It is also relevant to consider whether Cllr France took any advice prior 
to disclosure either from the document author or the council’s legal 
service. He did not. 

9.17 The public interest defence is not made out in this matter. 
 
 
10 Finding 
 
10.1 You must not conduct yourself in a manner which could 

reasonably be regarded as bringing your office or authority into 
disrepute. (para 5) 

10.2 Cllr France received information in his role as a Councillor. In his role 
as a Councillor he issued a campaign leaflet which misrepresented that 
information. In particular, this misrepresentation related to the position 
of the Council as a body rather than concerning individual members. 

10.3 Cllr France then issued a letter to residents which failed to correct his 
misrepresentation and included with the letter a document marked 
confidential. 

10.4 As a result of Cllr France’s actions the Council experienced an increase 
in telephone contact from residents in that area who were mislead by 
Cllr France’s leaflet. 

10.5 Finding – Cllr France breached the code of conduct by his actions and 
brought the authority into disrepute. 

 
10.6 You must not disclose information given to you in confidence by 

anyone, or information acquired by you which you believe, or 
ought reasonably to be aware, is of a confidential nature, except 
where: 

(ix) You have the consent of a person authorised to 
give it 

(x) You are required by law to do so; 
(xi) ..not applicable…. 
(xii) The disclosure is 

a. Reasonable and in the public interest; and 
Made in good faith and in compliance with the reasonable 
requirements of the authority. (para 4 (a)).  

10.7 Cllr France received a document that was clearly marked confidential. 
He subsequently not only disclosed some of the content but appended 
an extract from the document to a letter he sent to the public. 

10.8 Cllr France neither sought the consent of someone authorised to 
disclose the document, nor was he required to disclose it by law. 
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10.9 It has been considered whether the disclosure was reasonable and in 
the public interest. As the content was misrepresented by Cllr France it 
cannot be seen to be in good faith. Neither was it in compliance with 
the reasonable requirements of the authority as the grounds for 
maintaining the documents confidentiality existed at the time of the 
disclosure indeed they continue to exist now. The reason for disclosure 
provided by Cllr France was to protect his own personal interests in a 
situation he had created himself and is not in the public interest. 

10.10 Finding – Cllr France breached the code of conduct by disclosing 
confidential information. 
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Appendix A 
  
 
1. Assessment Sub Committee Papers to include the complaint and 
supporting documents 

2. intouch Conservative Publication 
3. Interview Attendance Note – Complainant – 18 October 2011 
4. Interview Attendance Note – Respondent – 25 October 2011 
5. Email exchange Monitoring Officer and Jennifer Moore – 2 November 
2011 

6. Member Contact record held by Planning concerning LDF 
7. Letter to Councillors 14 June 2011 
8. Document marked Confidential – version 1.2 dated 13 June 2011 
relating to Brinscall / Withnell 

9. Extract from Proffered Options Paper taken from Full Council Agenda – 

dated 19 July 2011 
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